TEST THREE

In each of the lines below, the first two words are related to each other in some way. You are to see what the relation is between the first two words, and find the one word in the parenthesis that is related in the same way to the third word, writing the number of that word in the margin at the end of each line.

body—skeleton :: novel—(1 write, 2 plot, 3 novelty, 4 magazine, 5 story).
wire—electricity :: pipe—(1 pipe, 2 tube, 3 water, 4 stem, 5 plumber).
tempering—steel :: training—(1 drill, 2 athlete, 3 gambler, 4 raining, 5 table).
sunshine—growth :: storm—(1 thunder, 2 rain, 3 destruction, 4 weather, 5 moonshine).
alcohol—drunkenness :: indolence—(1 innocence, 2 habit, 3 tramp, 4 failure, 5 dullness).

contestant—tournament :: candidate—(1 election, 2 speech, 3 nominee, 4 opponent, 5 candid).
clock—time :: scales—(1 fish, 2 scalp, 3 beam, 4 weight, 5 balance).
iron—magnet :: moth—(1 dust, 2 myth, 3 fur, 4 insect, 5 light).
surname—family :: title—(1 marry, 2 book, 3 riddle, 4 guaranty, 5 fame).
innocence—acquittal :: guilt—(1 error, 2 crime, 3 police, 4 guilt, 5 conviction).

warrant—arrest :: license—(1 swim, 2 dog, 3 automobile, 4 certificate, 5 wed).
word—dictionary :: chapter—(1 chaplain, 2 division, 3 organization, 4 heading, 5 page).
epilepsy—carpenter :: stuttering—(1 tongue, 2 minister, 3 cure, 4 stammering, 5 fluttering).
chapel—cathedral :: ward—(1 room, 2 insane, 3 hospital, 4 board, 5 patient).
spring—water :: college—(1 education, 2 athletics, 3 collect, 4 buildings, 5 university).

laziness—failure :: cowardice—(1 contempt, 2 fight, 3 protection, 4 jaundice, 5 praise).
obesity—ridicule :: grace—(1 face, 2 grant, 3 ovation, 4 kindness, 5 admiration).
muscle—contraction :: nerve—(1 expansion, 2 serve, 3 fibre, 4 monkey, 5 conduction).
anthology—poem :: stanza—(1 hymn, 2 poetry, 3 line, 4 epic, 5 stance).
haughty—pride :: quivering—(1 quake, 2 fool, 3 shivering, 4 fear, 5 shaking).

doubt—uncertainty :: belief—(1 relief, 2 miscarriage, 3 love, 4 assurance, 5 religion).
patent—invention :: copyright—(1 protect, 2 machine, 3 sold, 4 contention, 5 book).
manners—gentleman :: symptom—(1 disease, 2 doctor, 3 simple, 4 poverty, 5 sign).
pension—veteran :: insurance—(1 policy, 2 agent, 3 compensation, 4 assurance, 5 beneficiary).
muddled—mind :: muddy—(1 water, 2 soap, 3 dirty, 4 ruddy, 5 turtle).

hunger—thief :: ignorance—(1 thirst, 2 bliss, 3 slavery, 4 crime, 5 innocence).
iris—eye :: diaphragm—(1 diagram, 2 camera, 3 muscle, 4 ear, 5 singer).
trigger—gun :: decision—(1 action, 2 judgment, 3 incision, 4 pistol, 5 truth).
chain—link :: proof—(1 fool, 2 root, 3 murder, 4 evidence, 5 test).
mirror—reflection :: lens—(1 pipe, 2 loans, 3 deflection, 4 spectacles, 5 glass).

alms—charity :: prayer—(1 praise, 2 beg, 3 answer, 4 faith, 5 mayor).
salve—inflammation :: charity—(1 distress, 2 benevolence, 3 collection, 4 faith, 5 cherry).
anchor—ship :: family—(1 famine, 2 individual, 3 tree, 4 hotel, 5 household).
yeast—bread :: invention—(1 singing, 2 contrivance, 3 patent, 4 progress, 5 invitation).
suffrage—opinion :: language—(1 anguish, 2 bad, 3 speech, 4 foreign, 5 thought).

practice—proficiency :: observation—(1 acknowledgment, 2 reservation, 3 induction, 4 watching, 5 platform).
lamp—wick :: knowledge—(1 learning, 2 acknowledge, 3 dangerous, 4 printing, 5 dancing).
prison—correction :: judiciary—(1 crime, 2 interpretation, 3 bench, 4 judge, 5 legislature).
buttress—cathedral :: church—(1 society, 2 building, 3 birch, 4 social, 5 religion).
language—thought :: ejaculation—(1 perception, 2 emotion, 3 outcry, 4 strangulation, 5 expectoration).